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At one place initially, it was mentioned that the sample comprised of Tunisia as well. However, in
the entire study only 4 countries viz., South Africa, Nigeria, Angola, and Kenya are only studied.
Therefore, Tunisia may be removed.
Recommendations need to be revised. For instance, the first recommendation states that
‘adequate regulation should be introduced as this would help in ascertaining stable stock market
and thereby encouraging foreign participant to operate in the market’. This is incomplete and
without complete logic. If the study had found that due to lack of or due to insufficient regulation
the stock markets have not developed and resultantly the economic development has not gained
from stock markets, then the above recommendation is fine. Still, which kind of regulation should
be implemented has to be broadly suggested.
The sentence formation may have to be slightly improved. For instance, in many place, ‘increase’
is used for ‘increased’; ‘help’ is used for ‘helped’, and encourage is used for ‘encouraged. In each
of the contexts the required words were verbs and not nouns. The inapt usage changes the
meaning and inference of the sentences.
It is a good effort. The literature review established that the same research work was carried out by many
scholars in the past. The difference and justification for this work in contrast to the previous works has to
be established.
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